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2 Introduction
SA Technologies, Inc. was tasked by the Canadian Institute of Mining, Metallurgy and Petroleum
(CIM) Mining Standards and Guidelines Committee (MSGC) to apply the situation awarenessoriented design process to electric shovel mining equipment user interface design for shovel
operators. As part of this process, our team performed a number of tasks:


Conducted situation awareness (SA) requirements analysis of electric shovel operators



Designed user interfaces for shovel operators



Conducted initial user review and testing of the displays

This document describes the overall process used, user testing results, and our final
recommendations as part of this effort.

2.1 Situation Awareness Challenges in Mining Operations
Situation awareness (SA) is a fundamental requirement for users in a diverse set of domains
including aviation, defense, power systems, space exploration, transportation, medical, remote
ops, air traffic control, drilling, and mining. SA forms the foundation of all decision-making,
problem resolution, task execution, performance, and safety. Mining operations face significant
challenges in building and maintaining SA. Environmental, operational, and technological
challenges in mining operations can reduce the mining operator’s SA with detrimental
consequences in performance and safety.
Situation awareness (SA) can be thought of as an internalized mental model of the current state
of the user’s environment – the many streams of incoming data, the external surroundings, and
other concerns must be brought together into an integrated whole. This unified picture forms
the central organizing feature from which all decision-making and action takes place. SA is
formally defined as “the perception of the elements in the environment within a volume of
time and space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of their status in the
near future,” (Endsley, 1995). SA therefore involves perceiving critical factors in the
environment (Level 1), understanding what those factors signify (Level 2), and understanding
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what will happen with the situation in the near future (Level 3). SA is a fundamental construct
driving human decision-making in complex, dynamic environments (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Overview of how the three levels of SA feed into user’s decision enabling him or
her to take an action.
Some of the SA challenges observed in mining operations are listed below:


Noise: Noise present in mining operations can reduce the operator’s awareness of the
environment as well as hinder hearing important alerts that may be emitted by the
mining equipment.



Visibility: Dust, glare, and limited peripheral vision all result in diminished visibility. The
mining operator may not be able to fully see his or her operating environment or
identify dangers in time to take action. Poor visibility from vehicles compounds this
problem.



Distributed operations: Mining operations require the careful orchestration of many
types of equipment and personnel in typically 24-hour operations. This requires
constant communication and coordination between multiple parties, distributed
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throughout the mining site. Remote operations add a significant challenge to the
operator’s SA due to the limited communications bandwidth.


Piecemeal addition of technologies: Mining operations typically grow organically over
time accumulating different technologies as needs arise, based on budgetary,
technological, organizational, and vendor constraints. This may result in a collection of
technologies from different vendors that don’t necessarily integrate to provide a fused
operational picture for the mining operator, reducing his or her SA (see Figure 2).



Increasing use of automation: Automation is necessary in mining for safety,
performance, and cost reasons. At the same time, automation is the source of SA
problems, and this could result in catastrophic failures especially when things go wrong.



Shiftwork and fatigue: Long shifts and fatigue, combined with other factors, can
contribute to low operator SA.

One significant challenge is the
technology

centric

interfaces

available to operators in electric
shovels. Each new technology has
been added to the cab with its
own

display.

Ultimately,

this

approach overloads the operator’s
limited attention and results in low
SA.

Low

SA

can

reduce

performance and can lead to
safety issues.

Figure 2. Each system with its own display.
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3 SA-Oriented Design Process
For designing and testing the shovel operator user interface, we followed the SA-Oriented
Design (SAOD) process (Endsley, Bolté, & Jones, 2003), which provides a three-phase
methodology for developing user-centered displays and system visualizations by focusing on
optimizing situation awareness (see Figure 3). SAOD is a user-centric approach that helps
support the end-user with optimum information to maximize SA. SAOD steps closely follow the
tasks of this effort:
1. SA Requirements Analysis
2. SA-Oriented Design
3. Evaluation

Figure 3. The SAOD process enables information displays that provide the operators with
the information they need when they need it in a form they can use.
By creating systems that enhance the operator’s awareness of what is happening in a given
situation, decision-making and performance can improve dramatically. SAOD provides a major
advantage in developing effective system displays by directly addressing the issue of
information content and how to optimize the presentation of that content for the operator.
This is a significant addition to traditional human factors design principles (which largely
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address surface features such as legibility, contrast, and readability of information), and human
computer interaction principles, which provide effective task interaction mechanisms on
computer displays. SAOD is a systematic process for ensuring high levels of SA, based on the
leading research in the field.

3.1 SA Requirements Analysis
Typically, SA requirements analyses have been conducted using a form of cognitive task analysis
known as a goal-directed task analysis (GDTA) (Endsley, 1993; Endsley et al., 2003). The GDTA
involves in-depth knowledge elicitation with domain experts in order to identify the major goals
of a particular job class and to define the sub-goals for meeting each higher goal. Associated
with each sub-goal are the critical decisions that must be made in order to meet the objective.
For each decision, the SA requirements – the information needed to make the decision – are
delineated. This goal-oriented approach moves away from consideration of basic task steps or
processes (as revealed through a traditional task analysis) and focuses on the cognitive
requirements for goal attainment. GDTA methodology has been used extensively to determine
SA requirements in a wide variety of operations including commercial aviation (Endsley, Farley,
Jones, Midkiff, & Hansman, 1998), both en route and TRACON air traffic control (Endsley &
Rodgers, 1994), infantry platoon leaders (Strater, Jones, & Endsley, 2001), Navy air warfare
coordinators (Strater et al., 2004), Navy tactical action officers (Strater & Endsley, 2005), and
operators of unmanned air, surface and underwater vehicles (Strater, Connors & Davis, 2008).
The product of the GDTA is a goal hierarchy, showing the operator’s goals and sub-goals, with
the related decisions and information requirements for each objective. The decisions are
presented as questions that must be addressed in order to meet the objectives. The SA
requirements are the perceptions (Level 1 SA), comprehensions (Level 2 SA), and projections
(Level 3 SA) that support the decision-making process. The GDTA provides a model of the
cognitive requirements for the domain. The key benefit of SA requirements analysis for the
proposed research effort is that the GDTA provides a framework for all SA-oriented design and
measurement. Thus, a thorough SA requirements analysis for a role serves as the foundation
for the development of all visualizations, interactions, and measures of SA.
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3.2 Visualization Design
SAOD enables visual displays directly supporting higher levels of SA (i.e., comprehension and
projection -- such as aggregated views of equipment status and projected collisions),
significantly reducing unnecessary mental workload required for the operator to piece this
information together manually. An in-depth analysis of SA Requirements feeds directly into the
design process as a key mechanism for developing information presentations that avoid high
workload and maximize SA. Hunting from display to display for needed information can be
eliminated or reduced with such a design approach.
By applying the fifty SAOD principles (see Figure 4), we have a method for (1) ensuring that the
key information needed for high levels of SA is included in each interface, (2) integrating the
information in needed ways to support high levels of comprehension and projection, (3)
providing big picture information to keep global SA high, and (4) using information salience to
direct the operator’s attention to important information and alerts.

Figure 4: SA-oriented design follows a set of 50 design principles that enhance SA and
performance.
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4 Shovel Operator SA Requirements Analysis
The Shovel Operator SA requirements analysis was conducted using the goal-directed task
analysis (GDTA) methodology. As part of the GDTA, our team conducted knowledge elicitation
sessions with ten (10) shovel operators. Three (3) operators were observed on-the-job -- in the
cab of electric shovels. Four (4) operators had approximately fifteen (15) years of experience
whereas two (2) operators were fairly new operators with less than six months of experience.
Remaining operators had between six (6) months and fifteen (15) years of experience. This
experience mix enabled us to see a variety of perspectives, based on the experience level of the
operator. Multiple interviews were conducted at two different sites:


Highland Valley Copper near Kamloops BC, CA on August 21-23 2012 (Teck Resources
Limited)



Goldstrike Gold Mine near Elko NV, USA on September 5-6 2012 (Barrick Gold
Corporation)

Figure 5. Shovel operator top level GDTA including sub-goals and decisions (information
requirements are not shown).
During the interviews our team focused on goals, sub-goals, decisions, and SA requirements of
the shovel operator. We validated the resulting GDTA in two post-interview sessions with
representative operators provided by Teck Resources Limited and Barrick Gold Corporation.
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The complete GDTA is included in “Appendix - Goal Directed Task Analysis” (see also Figure 5
for the high-level GDTA).

4.1 Operating Environment
As part of our visits, our team observed four (4) different types of electric shovel equipment
including shovels from manufacturers CAT / Bucyrus and P&H. Two of the shovels had small
cabs, whereas the other two shovels had large cabs. Our team also had a chance to observe the
current systems on these shovels. Our goal was to understand the operating environment and
how the interface designs might best support that environment. Several considerations factor
in when determining the impact of the operating environment on the design solution:


Screen “real estate” needed for the optimal information density required by the
operator



Sizes of the touch screen control elements



Space availability in the shovel cab



Impact of monitor size and placement on outside visibility



Physical dimensions of the monitors, including bezel size for industrial or ruggedized
solutions



Sunlight readability, glare, and vibration present in the environment



Design flexibility in accommodating differences in cab sizes and layouts



Redundancy in case of a monitor failure.

These considerations determined the design solutions outlined in section “Shovel User
Interface Design” and also documented in the “MSGC Shovel UI Design Description Document”.
In addition, Figure 6 shows our recommendations with regard to monitor placement in an
example shovel cab. While this recommendation is based on a specific layout, ergonomic reach
distances are fairly generic and apply to any shovel layout. Shovel layout, the shovel operator’s
position, and peripheral visibility are significant factors in determining where to place the
monitors. Zone “A” is the immediate control area and this is where the joystick controls and
other immediate shovel equipment controls are placed. While touch screen monitors can be
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placed in this zone, there may not be space to effectively install all necessary monitors here.
Zone “B” is the typical operator workspace and the ideal location for touch-screen monitor
placement because of the reach distance. Zone “C” is ideal for peripheral monitoring when
limited or no touch screen interaction is necessary. The other significant factor in determining
monitor placement is shovel operator preferences. In our interviews, shovel operators
indicated distinct preferences in the placement of monitors based on their work habits. Shovel
operators should be consulted in the placement of monitors for increased user satisfaction and
human performance.

Figure 6. P&H 2800XPC loading control center shown with approximate ergonomic regions
for operator interaction: A- immediate control; B- typical workspace; C- for monitoring.
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5 Shovel User Interface Design
The shovel user interface (UI) has been designed by following the SAOD process described in
section “SA-Oriented Design Process”. The design step of the SAOD methodology is summarized
in Figure 7. In this SAOD step, our team combined Human Factors guidelines and principles with
the environmental analysis and technology considerations, and designed the user interface
based on the GDTA.

Figure 7. SAOD design process combines best practices, guidelines, and standards with
environmental analysis, GDTAs, and technology to produce operator-centric designs.
For optimal information density, touch surface area, and redundancy, our team recommends
running the Shovel GUI on two 14” (or larger) diagonal, 4:3 aspect ratio, high-resolution, highcontrast monitors. We also recommend that these monitors be supplemented by a third
monitor (can be smaller in size) dedicated for monitoring tasks like camera views. Further
recommendations and rationale can be found in the “MSGC Shovel UI Description Document”.
Figure 8 shows the major interaction regions in the Shovel GUI:
 Primary Workspace
o Designed from the operator’s perspective.
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o Provides the core set of tools and information to give the operator optimal
situation awareness.
o Functional areas within the workspace are navigated using “tabs”, and map to
the operator’s goals and sub-goals.
Supporting (Side) Panels
o Provide tools and information to support the operator while interacting with the
primary workspace. Supporting (side) panels are customizable by the operator.
“Alerts” panel is a fixed panel that cannot be closed. It provides a consistent
location for monitoring incoming alerts from different systems.
Primary Tabs
o These tabs across the top provide the primary means for navigation throughout
the Shovel GUI (note not all tabs are shown here).
Supporting Tabs (Administrative, System / Diagnostics, and Communications)
o These secondary tabs are shown across the bottom of the Shovel GUI and are
used to access administrative or system related functions. These are also
“Active” tabs, meaning they present relevant status information when available.
UI Help
o Used for accessing supporting user assistance material. A standard “balloon”style help is recommended to enable quick and on-the-spot access to brief user
assistance materials.
Quick-access Slide out Panels
o These are buttons that provide access to slide out panels with quick access to
frequently used functions without having to navigate to another screen:
brightness control, volume control, and operational mode control.

Figure 8. The primary interactive regions in the Shovel UI are shown in the figure.
SA Technologies, Inc.
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Figure 9. Two sample shovel screens. The virtual map is shown on the left, whereas the
camera views are shown on the right.
Figure 9 shows two sample screens from the shovel UI on shown on two monitors. Each
monitor presents information from the same system and can be configured independently. The
tabs across the top and bottom are identical on both monitors, allowing the operator to
configure them based on his or her task. The list of all shovel UI screens along with their
descriptions can be found in the document “MSGC Shovel UI Description Document”.

SA Technologies, Inc.
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6 Shovel User Interface Evaluation
Two user reviews were conducted to evaluate the shovel user interface and capture user
feedback for design revisions. The user feedback was overwhelmingly positive. The following
table lists user comments organized by topic:


“User friendly”



“Innovative”



“Easy to understand”



“Tabs make every screen easy to get at”

User



“I like it so far”

Satisfaction



“Pretty cool stuff!”



“Looks like a pretty good deal”



“I like that idea”



“That’s great”



“Higher level of safety achieved with information available”



“Greater awareness of possible hazards”



“There are more hazards visible to me”



“Take[s] operator comfort into consideration”



“Customized per user”

Information



“One stop shopping in terms of information provided”

Integration



“Most information is quite visible”



“Great amount of information”



“Lots of information”



“How come nobody else has thought of this before?”



“When are we getting these new panels?”



“January 1st would be a good delivery date”

Ease of use

Usefulness

Other
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These shovel operator comments are based on two user surveys. One survey was administered
on December 4th, 2012 with the help of Teck Resources Limited. The second survey was
administered on December 14th, 2012 with the help of Barrick Gold Corporation. On those two
dates, the shovel operators also provided verbal feedback that is included in the table. The
administered surveys can be found in “Appendix - User Survey”.
Four operators and two supervisors participated in user reviews where the designs were
presented and explained. The mining personnel were encouraged to provide feedback (both
during the meeting and, for the operators, afterward as part of a post-action survey). All four
operators had at least three years of experience. On the surveys, the operators all found that
the information presenting on the displayed to be relevant to their jobs, and either agreed or
strongly agreed that the MSGC Smart Shovel Design was easy to understand, that the location
of information was easy to remember, and felt that the MSGC Smart Shovel displays would
make their jobs easier. Perhaps most importantly, all operators stated that they strongly agreed
that the designs shown would help eliminate hazards to themselves, others, or their
equipment.
The surveys included basic demographic and background questions as well as ratings of aspects
of the shovel user interface. The shovel operators rated the designs on four distinct criteria:
1. The MSGC Smart Shovel Design is easy to read and understand.
2. It is easy to remember where information is located in the MSGC Smart Shovel Design.
3. The MSGC Smart Shovel Design would make my job easier.
4. The MSGC Smart Shovel Design would help eliminate hazards (to yourself, others, or
equipment) that I experience currently.

SA Technologies, Inc.
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User Ratings
7
6

6.75
6.25

6.5

6

5
4
3
2
1
Easy to read and
understand

Easy to remember
information location

Would make job
easier

Help eliminate
hazards

Figure 10. User ratings for the shovel user interface design. Four (4) represents a neutral
rating, whereas seven (7) represents the best possible feedback. User ratings were very
positive, six (6) or above, for all four categories.
The ratings were presented on a 7-point Likert scale, ranging from “Strongly Disagree (1)” to
“Strongly Agree (7)”. “Neutral (4)” represents a neutral response, whereas “Strongly Agree (7)”
represents the best possible feedback on the Likert scale. For all four aspects of the user
interface, the shovel operators rated the design a six (6) or above, corresponding to high user
satisfaction (see Figure 10).
The ability to customize the working area (both the primary and small portal areas) was
universally well received. Operators found the ability to access any of the primary information
screens through a single tab selection to be beneficial. Small portal functionality being able to
persist across main portal areas, as well as the ability to manipulate and move map objects was
also well received. Other positive functions that were identified included being able to track
and display the loading process, including how much is going into each truck, how much has
been mined over the course of a shift, and a history of the trucks that a particular shovel has
loaded over a given period of time.
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6.1 Improvements
The shovel operators were also able to provide positive feedback for revising the shovel user
interface design. A number of improvements were made based on user feedback. These
improvements are discussed in the sub-sections below.

6.1.1 Customizability
Customizability was rated high by almost all shovel operators. The shovel operators wanted to
be able to customize and tailor the Shovel UI, but also wanted to be able to “reset” to defaults
when necessary. Each operator should be able to have their working preferences saved and
persisted across login sessions. Some examples of preferences are the screen layout, tab
selection, supporting panel choices, map layers that are turned on or off, and the map zoom
level. When an operator logs in, their screen should be exactly the way they left it. Users rated
this feature as a “must have”.

Figure 11. The user settings screen with “Reset Settings” button highlighted. This screen
shows only some of the explicit settings set by the user. There are also implicit settings that
need to be saved as the user interacts with the system (e.g., map layers that are on or off).
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6.1.2 Visualizations
Different operators have different preferences when visualizing aspects of the shovel. For
example, visualization of shovel pitch and roll can be done in different ways -- as a traditional
“bubble level” or using an iconic depiction of the shovel equipment. Showing the visualization
that the operator is more comfortable with will result in faster response time and better SA.

Figure 12. Two different visualizations of the same information. On the left is an iconic
representation of the shovel pitch and roll, whereas on the right is a traditional “bubble level”
visualizing the same information in a different form. Shovel operators have distinct preferences
based on their experience and background.

6.1.3 Quick Access Panels
Quick access panels provide one-touch access to frequently used functions to improve task
performance. Users can access select functions without having to navigate to another screen.
Some examples are display settings (e.g., brightness and contrast), volume settings (including
alert controls), and the shovel operating mode (see Figure 13).
Users provided feedback to better define the behavior of shovel mode quick-access panel. This
panel provides access to frequently used shovel modes as well as access to the extended list of
shovel modes and codes. There could be hundreds of shovel operating modes and sub-modes
with many pages to navigate through. The shovel mode quick-access panel provides category
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headers that expand to provide access to the full list of modes and codes. There are also a
handful of frequently used shovel modes that the operator can quickly access.

Figure 13. Quick-access panels provide quick access to frequently used functions without
having to navigate to another screen.

6.1.4 Side Panels: Shovel Status
The shovel operators liked the concept of customizable side panels. The side panels provide a
mechanism for the operators to customize their interface based on the task and operating
conditions.

SA Technologies, Inc.
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Figure 14. Shovel status side panels provide high-level at-a-glance status information of the
shovel. These panels are customizable by the shovel operator.
The side panels can also be customized to reflect daily needs, like adding a custom panel to
monitor a component that may have been problematic that day. The shovel operators asked for
a high-level shovel status monitoring side panel visualizing shovel activity (e.g., swing), brake
status (e.g., engaged), and air pressure. Two variations of this design can be seen in Figure 14.

6.1.5 Performance statistics
During our interviews, a recurring request was that the operators would like to know how they
are doing. Shovel operators want an accurate account of what they have done and what they
need to do to reach their shift targets. They are interested in seeing performance statistics to
understand where they are compared to their shift targets. Often, inaccurate sensors, weighing
errors, and other inaccuracies can leave operators in the dark. To alleviate weighing
inaccuracies, operators suggested methods for calibrating the equipment -- one idea was to
calibrate the equipment based on known accurate readings (e.g., from other trucks) at the start
of the shift. Having accurate readings will not only increase operator motivation, but it will also
reduce spill over, truck damage, and under loading of trucks.
Our team designed several statistics screens to show L2 (comprehension) and L3 (projection)
performance statistics to operators, as shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15. Side panel designs for performance statistics with L2 and L3 information.
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7 Alert Management
A significant challenge for SA in mining operations is the many systems involved in controlling
and monitoring the equipment. To control an electrical shovel, the operator has to digest
incoming information coming from several systems including shovel hardware, the virtual map,
the weighing system, various cameras (e.g., bucket camera), various sensors (e.g., tooth
monitor), and other operators. Systems from different vendors, various shovel sub-systems,
hardware, software, and other operators may be competing for the shovel operator’s attention
and overloading his or her cognitive abilities (see Figure 16).

Figure 16. Systems from different vendors, various shovel sub-systems, hardware,
software, and other operators maybe competing for the shovel operator’s attention and
overloading his or her cognitive abilities.
There are a number of challenges to managing an effective information management and
alerting sub-system:


Alert Reliability
o False alerts
o Missed alerts
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Operator Behavior and Acceptance
o Past experience and training
o Acceptance and trust issues
o Ignored alerts



Presentation and Notification
o Environmental challenges (glare, noise)
o Modality and salience
o Missed alerts (by the operator)

Managing incoming information traffic from multiple systems is a complex problem and it is not
unique to the mining domain. There is no single solution to address this problem, but rather
there is a collection of best practices, standards, guidelines and principles that help solve or
alleviate aspects of this significant challenge. There is significant literature and research related
to alerts and alarms. Having a high-level alerts management framework helps decompose the
problem (see Figure 17).

Figure 17. Information from the many shovel operator relevant systems have to be brought
together, classified, categorized, and fused before being presented to the shovel operator.
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In this framework, an intermediate software layer classifies, categorizes, and fuses incoming
information. This is a necessary layer in contrast to direct messaging (Figure 16), since each
system considers its message to be the most important message. The other layer is the final
presentation layer which provides a multi-modal presentation based on the message category
or severity, not necessarily based on the message source. There are a number of principles for
managing alerts or alarms successfully:


Principle 25: Don’t make people reliant on alarms—provide
projection support



Principle 26: Support alarm confirmation activities



Principle 27: Make alarms unambiguous



Principle 28: Reduce false alarms, reduce false alarms, reduce
false alarms



Principle 29: Set missed alarm and false alarm trade-offs
appropriately



Principle 30: Use multiple modalities to alarm, but insure they
are consistent

Source Designing for



Principle 31: Minimize alarm disruptions to ongoing activities



Principle 32: Support the assessment and diagnosis of multiple
alarms



Situation Awareness: An
Approach to UserCentered Design, Second

Principle 33: Support the rapid development of global SA of

Edition (2012)

systems in an alarm state

7.1 Reduce False Alerts at the Source
Principles 28 and 29 directly address the need to reduce false alarms and setting missed alarm
and false alarm trade-off appropriately. For alerts to work, false alerts should be eliminated or
minimized. This may require the regular calibration and maintenance of corresponding sensors.
Also, alarm sources may have to be configured and their sensitivities adjusted. At the same
time, irrelevant alerts should be eliminated or minimized. Irrelevant alerts are alerts that are
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technically accurate, but not relevant to the operator’s work environment. Examples of
irrelevant alerts are proximity alerts when the shovel is next to a high wall or ore / waste. The
number of alerts can also be reduced by fusing incoming alerts that have the same meaning
and combining repeating alerts into a single alert. For example, alerts coming from different
sources (e.g., proximity sensor, GPS), if they refer to the same object, should be combined
together. This may require intelligent fusion of alerts through software.

7.2 Categorize Alerts based on Characteristics
Alerts need to be categorized based on their characteristics:
Severity

Characteristics

Examples

Warning

Messages that require immediate operator
action to prevent loss of life, injury, loss of or
damage to equipment.

Emergency messages
Proximity alerts
Severe system diagnostic
messages / malfunction

Caution

Messages that require operator action soon to
prevent loss of life, injury, loss of or damage to
equipment.

Tooth monitor alerts
Blast notifications
System diagnostic messages /
malfunction

Advisory

Messages that don’t have life threatening or
equipment damage / loss consequences.
Routine messages.

Routine system messages that
don’t require operator
intervention.

Note that operator originated messages need to have operator assigned severity. In other
words, if an operator (e.g., dispatch) is sending a message to another operator (e.g., the shovel
operator), he or she should be able to select the severity level of that message based on the
message content.
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7.3 Minimize Alarm Disruptions and Support Global SA
Principles 31, 32, and 33 discuss the need to minimize disrupting the user’s workflow,
supporting rapid assessment and diagnosis of multiple alarms, and supporting global SA. The
Alerts Panel is designed based on these principles (see Figure 18). The Alerts Panel provides an
always visible, consistent, and central location for monitoring and managing incoming alerts.
The safety reasons, the operator cannot turn off this side panel. Alerts are listed in the order of
severity and timestamp. In contrast to pop-up dialogs or modal windows that may get in the
way, the Alerts Panel does not interrupt the user’s workflow.

Figure 18. The Alerts Panel provides an always visible and consistent location for
monitoring alerts.
In addition, alerts should also be embedded throughout the user interface where appropriate.
For example, a tooth monitor alert should be displayed in the Alerts Panel, overlaid on the
bucket camera, overlaid on the shovel bucket in the virtual map, and the tooth monitor side
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panel (see Figure 19). This integrates the alert into the user’s workflow where they need it
most.

Figure 19. Alerts need to be contextually embedded throughout the user interface.

7.4 Present Alerts with the Appropriate Modality and Salience
Principles 27 and 30 discuss making alarms unambiguous, using multiple modalities to alarm,
and ensuring their consistency. Once alarms or alerts are categorized by severity, they should
be presented to the operator consistently based on this categorization. There are three primary
modalities for presenting alerts:


Visual. Alerts are presented in the user interface in the Alerts Panel and also embedded
throughout. Appropriate icons, color use, and animations make the alerts salient based on
the severity level.



Audio. Audible alerts are played through installed speakers in the shovel cab.



Tactile. Tactile feedback can be provided integrated into shovel joysticks.
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The table below shows the modality characteristics for each alert severity:

Visual

Warning





Caution



Audio

Always visible, central
alerts panel
Organized by severity and
timestamp
Consistent symbology
Salient (but not
distracting) animation for
warnings
Embedded in workflow
throughout the UI

Advisory

Tactile

Audible alerts turned
on by default, with an
option to snooze

Predictive and
integrated directly
with the operator’s
action when possible

Audible alerts off by
default to avoid
auditory overloading
with routine alerts

Tactile alerts off by
default to avoid
tactile overloading
with routine alerts

Warnings need to be the most salient message presented to the user. Use of animation can
make warnings salient by directing user’s attention to movement on the screen. Warnings
should be animated with a low-frequency (1/2 hertz) marquee animation that moves from red
(RGBA 255, 0, 100%) to transparent (RGBA 255, 0, 0%), presented in the Alerts Panel behind the
row that has the warning message. The operator should have the option to acknowledge alerts
that have been read. Acknowledging will stop the animation. Clearing the alert will remove it
from the new alerts display.
Principle 25 discusses the need to provide projection support for users. For example, if the
shovel is swinging and it is on a collision path with a dozer, with predictive alerts, the shovel
operator can avoid that collision. The shovel operator should be alerted to situations where the
shovel is on a collision path with an equipment, even before the collision happens. In this
scenario, as the operator uses the joystick to start swinging the shovel, the Alerts Panel should
SA Technologies, Inc.
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show a warning alert with corresponding salient animation (movement) and an accompanying
audible alert. More importantly, there should be haptic vibration directly integrated into the
joystick for immediate and salient feedback – this is something the operator cannot miss even if
the visual and audible alerts are missed.
In addition, warnings and cautions can be snoozed for a pre-determined time duration. While
turning off of alerts is not recommended, during periods of excessive false alerts temporarily
snoozing is preferred to alert suppression techniques improvised by shovel operators.

Figure 20. Audio quick-access panel, with an option to temporarily snooze warnings and
cautions.
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8 Recommendations
While the results shown in this document provide evidence of what SA oriented design can do
for shovel operations, they also provide an idea of how a SA-oriented design (SAOD) approach
could benefit mining operations as a whole. The primary recommendation would be to expand
the approach outlined above and apply it to other aspects of mining operations to include (but
not necessarily be limited to) dispatch control, maintenance, drilling, and vehicle operations
beyond the mining shovel. Having the dispatch office as well as haul trucks, shovels, and dozers
providing data to one another automatically based on context allows each to have a greater
understanding of the state of operations throughout the mining site. Maintenance personnel
could receive detailed reports about each vehicle in the network without waiting until an
already busy vehicle operator notices an error.
Even within the shovel operator displays, there is room for expansion. With the primary
information requirements already on display, another logical step would be to explore more
diagnostic screens to help experienced operators and maintenance personnel identify potential
issues before they become problematic and to help novice operators become more familiar
with the inner-workings of their platforms.
Finally, we recommend testing and evaluating these designs with increasing fidelity through
medium-fidelity prototyping, user-in-the-loop simulation testing, and field testing (Figure 21).

Figure 21. Test and evaluation of design concepts with increasing fidelity.
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9 Appendix - Goal Directed Task Analysis
The full GDTA for the shovel operator is included in this appendix.

Figure 22. This figure explains the GDTA hierarchy, staring with the top level goal,
decomposed into sub-goals, decisions, and information requirements.

Figure 23. Shovel operator top level GDTA including sub-goals and decisions (information
requirements are not shown).
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10 Appendix - User Survey
MSGC Shovel User Interface Post-Test Survey
Demographics
1. Age: ___________
2. Current Position: ________________________
3. How much experience do you have with electric shovels?
a. None
b. 0-6 months
c. 7-12 months
d. 1-3 years
e. 3+ years

Post-Test Questionnaire
1. Name three words or characteristics that describe the MSGC Shovel Design from a usability
perspective.
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
2. Is the information on the MSGC Shovel Design relevant to the Shovel Operator?
Yes ____ No ______

3. What features or information would you add or modify to make the prototype more relevant to
the Shovel Operator?
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
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For each statement, please circle a number on the scale to indicate the level to which you agree
with each statement on a scale of 1 to 7.
1. The MSGC Smart Shovel Design is easy to read and understand.

2. It is easy to remember where information is located in the MSGC Smart Shovel Design.

3. The MSGC Smart Shovel Design would make my job easier.

4. The MSGC Smart Shovel Design would help eliminate hazards (to yourself, others, or equipment)
that I experience currently.
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Acronyms and Abbreviations
Acronym /
Abbreviation
CIM
GDTA
GUI
L1
L2
L3
MSGC
OS
SA
SAOD

Word / Phrase
Canadian Institute of Mining, Metallurgy and Petroleum
Goal-Directed Task Analysis
Graphical User Interface
Level 1 SA (Perception information)
Level 2 SA (Comprehension information)
Level 3 SA (Projection information)
Mining Standards and Guidelines Committee
Operating System
Situation Awareness
Situation Awareness-Oriented Design
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